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Intruduction
It is generally recognised that the genus Pseudotsuga
contains six species, two of which occur in North A m e r i c ~
and the remainder in western China, Formosa and Japan.
The Asiatic species have been (briefly ldescribed by H ENRY
and FLOOD
(1920) an~das far as is known no more recent
information has been publisheld. In North America, the
Douglas-fir, Pseudotsuga menziesii (MIRB.) FRANCO is an
extremely important species. Its di~t~rilbution
was originally
given by FROTH~NGHAM
(1909) and only minor revisions have
been made since that date. The Douglas-fir has an enormous
range of nearly 3000 miles from latitude 55O in British
Columbia to latitude 19O in Mexico and of almost 1000 miles
from the coast easltward. This very wilde distribution Covers
a vast range of eletvations, sites and climatic conditions.
Some years ago, DUFFIELD (1950) sulggestefd that a Douglasfir improvement program could proceed along two general
lines, namely selective ,bree#dirigwithin local races and
hybridization between races anld species. Thibs paper describes some early studies on the latter rnethods.

Bigcone Douglas-fir had 2n = 24 anld the Douglas-fir 2n =
26 chromosomes.
from Formosa is the only
Pseudotsuga wilsoniana, HAYATA
known Asiatic species to have been crossed with Douglasfir. R. SILEN^) (Letter Oct. 4, 1965) made the first cross in
1962 using the former species as pollen parent. Some
putative hyibrids were raised but sections made of the
needles indicateld that they were more like those of Douglas-fir than intermediate between both parents. This cross
was attempteld on one tree at Lake Cowichan in 1963, but
although seventeen cones were pollinatod, all the 1,035
seeds were empty. One can only conclude that a t this time,
the prospects of interspecific crossing with Douglas-fir are
not particularly prlomising. I n addition to the dif ficulty already experienced in making successful crosses, must be
added the technical problems of obtaining pollen particularly in the case of the Asiatic species. Attempts to circumvent the latter protblem by raising these species from seed
has not been particularly successful (ORR-EWING, 1964).

Intraspecific Crosses with Douglas-Fir
Intesspecific Crosses with Douglas-Fir
DUFFIELD
(1950) first attempted to cross Douglas-fir with
Bigcone Douglas-fir, Pseudotsuga macrocarpa (VASEY) MAYR.
from California as pollen parent. He was not successful and
conclu~dodthat the cross appeared difficult to make. Subsequent studies have shown that this is correct. CHING
(1959)
made the first successful cross in 1956 although the yield
of via,ble seed was very low compared with that of the
controls. In 1962 some crosses were malde on seven Douglasf i r growing in southern Vancouver Island, British Columbia.
The pollen had been collected that Same year from two
Bigcone Douglas-fir in northern California. One hundreld
and thirty cones were collected anld 6863 seelds extracteld.
These were carefully cleanod and found to be empty. Further crosses were made in 1964 on seven other trees growing in the Same locality, the pollen being collected earlier
that year from another Bigcone Douglas-fir in northern
California. Two hunldreld and thirty-nine cones were collected and 14,199 seeds extracteld. These were again carefully cleaneld to remove as many empty seelds as possibk. The
remaining sixty-one seeds were then sown in the nursery.
Only eight of these seods germinated from the crosses on
two of the trees, the remainder were all found to be empty.
As far as is known, no reciprocal cross ibetween these two
species has yet ibeen lattempteld. One probalble explan~ation
for th~eevidlent incomlpatibility in this cross is the difference
in chromosome number as CHRISTIANSEN
(1963) founld that
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Review und proceldures
Intraspecific crossing with a species with as wide a distribution as Douglas-fir appeared a much more promising
(1951) has pointod out that species which
approach. CLAUSEN
occupied many kinds of environments were able to do so
b'ecause they had evolved a series of physiologically distinct
races which were still able lo exchange genes through crossing without disturtbing the internal develapmental balance.
JOHNSSON
(1956) further consildered that intraspecific crossing was one of tthe most promising lines in tree breelding as
one was not restricted by incompatibility barriers which
were often the case with intersjpecies crossing. He also
thought it most important to find out to what extent heterosis did occur in such crosses. Few studies with the intraspecific crossing of forest trees have, hawever, been made.
I n 1916, JOHNSSON
made some wide crosses with Aspen,
Popdlus tremula L. from latitu~des55O, 60° anld 63O in Sweden. He foun~dthat a t ten years, the growth of five of the
six crosses were superior to that of the parental provenanCes. Four of these crosses, moreover, were as good or better
than the provenance inldigenous to the planting site. NILSSON
(1958, 1963) has made similar studi'es in Sweden with the
Norway spruce, Picsa abies (L.) KARST. I n recognising two
distinct ecotypes, the Swodish and continental spruces, he
crossed selected local spruces with both local and continental pollen parents anld finally continental spruces with continental pollen parents. Test plantations finally were established on eight localities a t different latitudes. NILSSON
(1963)
found that a t eight years, the provenance hybrids (local
spruces crossod with continental pollen parents) had grown
more rapidly than both the local crosses between latitudes
50° and 64O anld the continental by continental crosses between latitudes 58O anld 64O.
As far as is known, no previous intraspecific crosses had
been made with the Douglas-fir so the series of crosses
')
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